
The Hoot 

Announcements & 

Reminders 
 

World Book Day Vouchers 

Look out for these in your child’s 
book bag. They can get you a free 
book from a set list or £1 off a book 
of your choice. 

 

1HC class assembly- 10th March 

1SR class assembly- 17th March  

1DE class assembly- 24th March 

 

Please remember to use Parent Pay 
to give permission and/or pay for the 
planetarium workshop taking place 
on Monday 16th March.  Thank you. 

 

If your child has a play date after 
school with another child and will not 
be picked up by their parents as usu-
al, please inform the class teacher.  
We can not send a child with another 
parent unless we have consent from 
the parent. It must be the parent 
who informs us—not the child or the 
other child’s parent. 

 

Year 1 Edition . 

Wb: 9/3/20. Maths: This week we will be continue to look at measure, 

including lengths and heights, but this time we will be using 

standard units of measurement, and learning how to use a ruler 

accurately  

Useful vocabulary: long, short, longer, shorter, 

longest, shortest, tall, taller, tallest, cm, ruler 

How you can support at home:  

Try measuring everyday objects at home with a ruler to the 

nearest cm. 

 
Phonics: This week we will continue to look at Phase 5 

sounds. This is where children learn new ways of writing a sound. 

We will recap the diagraphs we have done so far. 

Reading 2 syllable words —  Cover the last part 

of the word to sound out the first part of the word—then swap 

and cover the first part of the word and sound out the last part of 

the word. Then put both parts together. Eg. read bedroom as 

‘bed’ and then ‘room’ and put it together.  

English:  This week we will be looking at poetry, pattern and 

rhyme.  

Useful vocabulary: poems, poet, rhyme, rhythm 

How you can support at home: 

Share a poem you like with a child.  Read a rhyming story—Julia 

Donaldson books are good for this. Give your child a word and see 

if they can find another word that rhymes with it. 

 


